sensors is enhanced upon which distributed emergency response systems are built. This mechanism enables sensors to cooperate with each other in a decentralized way to improve efficiency in case of emergencies. During the process, the alert messages are exchanged among sensors cooperatively to prepare and implement monitoring activities. The system center won't be overloaded by flooding messages. However, due to the lack of centralized information processing, there will be message loops and identity confusions, which would affect system's reliability and credibility. For this problem, an approach called Decentralized Message Broadcasting Process is introduced to address the issue. In the approach, a message protocol is developed. The sensors are wrapped as device node services and work as message relay stations when they receive messages from others. Messages are utilized not only as information about event but also as reference to identify and filter. The requirement of reliability and credibility over the distributed emergency response system is achieved. Upon the approach, a platform is built for CEA' SPON to support the decentralized earthquake emergency response research applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
One primary objective of emergency response system (ERS) is to watch and alert exceptional event's development in the real world [1, 2] . For this purpose, large numbers of sensor resources are deployed. Information collected from the sensors is processed to do analyze [3] . The sensors work as tentacle for ERS. On the other hand, data processing is one main task of ERS. In the traditional way, a huge number of data is collected by sensors and aggregated in data center [4] . The data center is heavily loaded to do the analysis to find out the exceptional events. Figure 1 shows traditional ERS structure.
For the primary purpose, time efficiency is the core value of the ERS. As result, the systems' performances may be affected by the centralized data processing. To address the efficiency issue, some ERS systems build data process agents for sensors in the data aggregation. However, these approaches still consider each sensor as a separated resource and the system center needs to judge and coordinate the watching activities [5, 6] . With IOT's efforts of hardware and software, the new generation of sensors can provide more accurate directional data collection services than traditional simple data collection. Meanwhile, sensors can work not only as data collector but also intelligent communicator and processer [7] . This development enhances ERS to provide better alert services. However, if sensors are still viewed as separated data collectors and centrally organized by ERS, the efficiency problem won't be addressed. Worse, the intelligent sensors' working operation is far more complicated. To provide accurate directional data service, they need more time to manipulate its working status to get prepared. So the requirement of decentralized cooperation of sensors soars.
Developed for China Earthquake Administration (CEA), the Earthquake-Early-Warning (EEW) is a typical distributed emergency response system. EEW is to send out alert messages for areas where an earthquake takes place. For this purpose, CEA deploys a large number of smart sensors all over the country to watch exceptional geological fault vibration. Once an earthquake takes place, the sensor that is located nearest may catch and produce the event's information and broadcast it first. Because the electric signal runs faster than the earthquake wave, so the neighboring sensors would receive the message, react by pre-ruled procedures and broadcast it to others before the earthquake waves really reach them. While these sensors are driven by the messages to repeat broadcasting, the earthquake wave may reach them. At that moment, they work as the initial one to produce earthquake information and broadcasting initiatively. As shown by the EEW's case, time urgency is essential. To spread the right information and to get prepared as quickly as possible, there is no time to aggregate messages for centralized information processing and organizing because the unnecessary data transferring between devices and centralized services may affect system's performance.
For better performances, the system is developed on decentralized architecture. In the system, the information is broadcasted and exchanged among device nodes peerto-peer. As one emergent event is caught by a device node, the information will be produced and broadcasted to other nodes by which they manipulate their own working status to be ready for the in-coming emergency. The information will be broadcasted continuously by theses nodes until all nodes receive the information. Meanwhile, both the catcher node and receiver nodes report the information to system for further analysis and response-operation. The approach may win more time for emergency responses.
EEW is a typical distributed EPS. In distributed EPS, time efficiency is essential. To gain time advance, there is no time for centralized data aggregation and resource coordination. Messages should be processed and forwarded among resources directly. However, this approach leads to problems:
• Messages flooding and looping in the system: To spread messages of alert as quickly as possible, sensors should not only work as the information producer of events but also as the message relay stations. In this process, a message exchange group will be formed in dynamic for a specific caught event. In this dynamic message exchange group, one sensor works as information producer and the others as message relay stations that broadcast the message as they receive the message without knowing its final destination. The involvement of sensors is determined by whether or not it has received messages from others. For uncertainty of events' occurrences, it's impossible to predict membership of the group and message exchange order. There is no uniform approach for the group to filter repeatedly broadcasted messages to reduce the unnecessary flooding.
Meanwhile the repeated message broadcasting may lead to message loop. As result, while all sensors begin to receive and broadcast message about the event, the system will be flooded by redundant messages. The reliability of EPS may be affected.
• Events' identity confusion: as shown in EEW, following the beginning sensor, the adjacent sensors may catch the event when event is occurring. For there is no centralized component in the system to assert the identity of events, the system could not distinguish whether the newly caught event is a new one or not. If the very sensor produces new information about the event and broadcast, the system may be confused as many events by multiply information produced for one same event [8, 9] . As result, it's hard for the system to distinguish an event while multiply messages are reported so that chaos and confusion will be produced [10] . Sensors may ban out the information production simply if it has been involved in one message exchange group during the period. However, in many cases, a number of events may take place in the same space and period [8] . This approach results in lost of information about multi-happening events that really take place in same time. The credibility of distributed EPS may be affected. As introduced above, in distributed EPS, the system needs a decentralized cooperation mechanism which is shown as figure 2. In this approach, there is no centralized message exchange organizer. Sensors receive and broadcast message as relay stations. With the message, sensors adjust their working status and get prepared for the following works. For the reliability and credibility, sensors views the received messages as reference by which coordinate message exchange activities and filter unnecessary looping and flooding. Meanwhile, with this reference, the identity of events is to be distinguished by the local sensor so that the event's information could be produced and exchanged correctly. The mechanism is called Decentralized Message Broadcasting Process (DMBP).
II. REALTED WORKS
Derived from the traditional sensor network, the sensor web is now widely used in fields of emergency response such as fire control, flood detection, traffic management and etc.
In 2005, the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) has proposed a new sensor web integrated framework: SWE (Sensor Web Enablement) [11] , which has become the De facto standard in industry. SWE adopts SOAP and XML from Web Service Architecture and aims at a unified management of the heterogonous sensor resources via Internet, including discovery, access, controlling and notification with the plug-and-play feature. Conforming to the SWE standard, NICTA Open Sensor Web Architecture (NOSA) [12] is a software infrastructure aimed at harnessing massive computation power of grid computing in sensor web. The core middleware includes planning, notification, collection and repository services. By splitting the information sensing and processing, it harnesses the Grid Services to process the information, which not only greatly reduces the load of sensor network, but also simplifies the heterogeneous sensor network management. The architecture allows the data interoperability. The German Indonesian Tsunami Early Warning System (GITEWS)
[13] is a national research project for Geographical science. Within the project, a suit of SWE compliant services toolkit under GPL license developed by the German organization 52°North are used as the front-end for sharing Tsunami-related information. Sensor planning service (SPS) within the SWE architecture is used for data interoperability.
The approaches introduced above views sensor as separated unit of detections. The data exchange mechanism is built upon centralized way for result processing.
Aimed at fire emergency management, the Fire Emergency Response System (RFERS) [14] proposes Geospatial-based Publish/Subscribe interaction framework for Sensor Web resource scheduling. The prototype realizes this by encapsulating all the spatially related information of interest into geospatial events and then publishing these events by sending them to the matched subscribers. However, the results does not compare with other traditional quest/reply type systems.
For importance of emergency response, many researchers focus on the issue of communication challenges. Paper [15] presents prime problems in emergency response applications. Around the introduced challenges, researchers take efforts to address the issue. Paper [16] presents an emergency response communication framework and the potential security services required by them to provide reliable and secure information exchange during emergency situations. However, the framework is stilled built on traditional data exchange architecture and time urgency of emergency response is not realized well. Paper [17] introduced a common protocol and software framework to integrate a range of devices into a disaster response scenario. The approach is designed for allowing continuous, real-time, noninvasive, wireless monitoring and tracking of multiple targets and first responders. In the approach, sensors are separated and emergent message won't be exchanged. As introduced above, to spread message as quick as possible, broadcasting may be an effective communication pattern.
Message broadcasting is widely applied in peer-to-peer applications, such as Gnutella. Gnutella is a fully decentralized and unstructured peer-to-peer network. It uses the distributed message broadcasting mechanism. By Combining standard protocol mechanisms of time-to-live (TTL) with unique message identification (UID), paper [18] introduced an approach to govern flooding message transmissions that potentially have a devastating effect on the reachability of message broadcast for Gnutella. By analysis Gnutella's broadcasting mechanism; paper [19] introduced an approach for connection management. In the approach, a discarding connection management algorithm is provided, which discards the redundant connection. The researches introduced above focused on how to manage connectivity and spread message as efficiency as possible. The messages were not utilized as reference to influence broadcasting activities. As result, repeated message can't be filtered.
In paper [20] , an approach is introduced to filter out unnecessary messages to avoid impact on bandwidth of network. In the approach, each node maintains a table of parameters for associated terminal in the network. The parameters in that table are compared to the parameters in message frames received by the node and only those messages having parameters found in the table are put on the network. The parameters in the table are controllable to adjust level of filtering. The approach is designed to filter valued message to be transmitted. Message loop can't be addressed. However, the mechanism of maintaining parameter table locally can be utilized to realize goal of filtering repeated messages.
III. DESIGN OF DMBP
DMBP is to enhance reliable message exchange and cooperation in distributed EPS. Through DMBP, sensors could exchange message initiatively without centralized information processing. As event takes place, the initial sensor that catches it produces information and broadcast. The message will be exchanged among sensors who receive it. While in message exchanging, sensors use the message as reference to filter sent messages and distinguish identity of events. Through this approach, message loop and confusion of multi-events' identity could be addressed for decentralized message exchange environment. The graphic below shows whole view.
A. Definition of DMBP
Definition: DMBP message: It is created by the sensor that catch event first and exchanged by others. DMBP message consists of two parts: information core and message path. It's used as reference to avoid message loop and distinguish of events. The definition of DMBP message is shown as below: DMBPMsg = (GUID, infoCore, msgPath) (1) GUID is identity of the message. In DEICS, GUID is used for system to identify event information for further analysis and operation.
(2) infoCore is created by the initial node who catch event first. In "infoCore", the node production detailed information about the event. It's definition is shown as below: infoCore = (producerID, eventDsp, timeClock, lifetime} In infoCore's definition, "producerID" defines the identity of the node that catch the event first and production information. "eventDsp" is created by the producer to describe detailed information of the event. "timeClock" is the right time of the event being caught. "lifetime" is created to define life of the message.
(3) msgPath is specified to keep path information of the nodes who has broadcasted the hosted message. It's definition is shown as below: msgPath = {nodePathi | i=1,2,…….n }; nodePathi is the information about node who has broadcasted the message. It consists of three parts: nodePath = (nodeID, inTime, outTime); "nodeID" is identity of the node that has broadcasted the message. "inTime" is created to define when message is received by the node. "outTime" is created to define when the message is broadcasted by the node. In message exchange, the msgPath is used to specify nodes through whom the message has been exchanged. By the specification, a node may decide whether the message to be broadcasted continuingly or not to kill loop in decentralized message exchange.
Definition: deviceNode: deviceNode is core of whole system. deviceNode node functions as sensor wrapper, information producer/publisher, message relay station and other roles. Its definition is shown as : deviceNode = (ID, MR, MC, MF, MP, EC,MB,PC,EIC,LPC);
(1) ID is to specify deviceNode's identity;
(2) MR is deviceNode's message receiver by which deviceNode listens and receives messages broadcasted by others; (3)MC is deviceNode's message cache by which deviceNode cache received and caught event's message; (4)MF is deviceNode's message filter by which deciveNode identifies incomming event message to ban out repeated message of same event; its definition is as: MsgCache = { DMBPMsg i | i=1,2,….n} (5)MP is deviceNode's message producer by which deviceNode produces new message for newly cathced event;
(6)EC is deviceNode's event catcher by which deviceNode watch and catch event's around; (7)MB is deviceNode's message broadcaster by which deviceNode broadcasts filtered messages.
(8)PC is deviceNode's message checker by which deviceNode checks received message's path to determine whether the message is already been broadcasted by the node.
(9)EIC is deviceNode's event information creator through device ceates information for caught event.
(10)LPC is deviceNode's local message path information creator through which device create information about local path information. In DMBP, deviceNodes are deployed to watch events and listen messages from others. When one deviceNode receives message, it checks whether the message has been exchanged by current node. In deviceNode, all received and broadcasted message are cached in local message cache (MC). Once the node receives a new message by MR, it load existed message from MC with reference of the newly received message's information core (infoCore). If there is no such message found in MC, the newly received message is viewed as valid message and continues to be broadcasted. If there is a related message found in local message cache, the operation check the node's path information in the newly received message's msgPath by PC. If in the message's msgPath there is the node's path information, the message is viewed as invalid message and filtered. If no such information is found in message's msgPath, the message is view as valid message and continued to be broadcasted by MB. The whole process is defined as below: 
B. Message Exchange Activity

C. Catch Events
As introduced, deviceNode may catch one event's information at different time. On the other hand, events may take place simultaneously. In DMBP, there is no centralized organization to distinguish and assert event's identity. The Message is only reference to realize that purpose. Once the deviceNode catches an event, It's EC create infoCore about event and produce message with it by MP. In infoCore, the event's key information is produced and may be utilized by other deviceNodes as reference to distinguish. After the message is created, it's filtered by MF. In the process, MF check the message with cached message with inforCore to identify whether the event is newly caught or has already been caught by other. If the event is a newly caught, the message will been processed, broadcasted and reported to system data center. Or the message will be filtered. The whole process is defined as below: ( ). . 
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IV. APPLICATION
In CAE'S Seismological Precursors Observation Net (SPON), there are hundreds of devices to observe real world's gravity, magnetic, transform, ground electricity, underground fluid etc's change. Through these resource's collected data, science research works are launched to catch exceptional event and send out alert. Those devices are deployed all over China and keep watch on environment around all times. With advance of sensor technique, the sensors in SPON can provide precise observation and detection service. However, to work effectively, they need time to manipulate to appropriate working status. On the other hand, earthquake takes place unexpectedly and uncertainly. As result, the system can not schedule sensors by centralized way. When vibration takes place, the first sensor who detects it broadcast the information to others sensors. Those who receive the message manipulate their work status autonomously. Due to lack of centralized information process and schedule, message loop and confusion affect cooperation of sensors DMBP is developed to address issues of message loop and identity confusion for decentralized sensor cooperation in distributed EPS. Through message specification and broadcasting mechanism, the reliability and credibility are realized. Upon DMBP, a platform, called Emergency Message Publish System (EMPS), is created for CAE's SPON. In the system, every sensor node is autonomous event monitor and massager. When one node detects exceptional vibration, it produce message about it and report it to system's data analysis center. At the same time, the message is broadcasted by the sensor node to all others. Nodes that receive the message check path information of the newly received. If the message has been passed through the node, it will be aborted otherwise will be cached in local message cache and broadcasted again after appending local path information in it. In the process, while one node catches sign of a vibration, it compares the vibration's feature with local cached message. If the sign's message has already been received the message will be aborted and reported to system's information analysis center, or new message will be produced and the process will be started. Figure 6 shows architecture of EMPS. Cache(MC),Manipulator and Report Interface(RI). In event observation, the node's Event Catcher catches event and create DMBPMsg about it by IP. Through the filter, the message is judged whether the information is valid to be broadcasted and cached. The filter compares content of DMBPMsg with cached messages. If the information is valid, node broadcast and caches it. Meanwhile the information will be reported to Information Publish Platform as alert and Event Report Agent (ERA). ERA create data channel with System Data Analysis Center. Through the agent, deviceNodes who detect events provide differentiated data service through ERA upon their capability of awareness. Others who receive the message adjust their working status by Manipulator to perform effectively.
EMPS is a distributed emergency information control system. Through the decentralized cooperation, time efficiency is achieved. Moreover, by DMBP, the distributed system can filter loop and distinguish identity of events in broadcasting. The problem of flooding and confusion is addressed.
VI. TEST
In test, a centralized message system is built for comparison. In the system, once a sensor catches sign of event, it reports it to system center. The system center will send out the message to all nodes. In the process, every 50 nodes will be grouped and transmitted. In comparison, DMBP system spread the message by decentralized broadcasting approach. Figure7 shows comparison of total time for all nodes to receive the message. While number of nodes increase, the DMBP approach takes less time than the centralized approach.
In the test, more events take place, the centralized system need to dispatch more messages. In contrary, DMBP takes much less time than the centralized approach. Figure 9 shows total sum of bytes of broadcasted message. By event identification and message filter DMBP takes less bandwidth of net compared with broadcast which has no message exchange process.
The test shows effectiveness of DMBP. With the development of IOT technique, the resource coordination and organization mechanism of distributed EPS is changed from the centralized counterparts. To gain better performances, sensors work as data collector, coordinator and processor simultaneously. As a result, the message loop and confusion will affect distributed EPS's reliability and credibility. For the problem, DMBP is developed to address the issue. By specific message protocol and exchange, Sensor nodes cooperate intelligently with others to provide better alert services for distributes EPS.
